
Apple Previews the New Apple Watch
by  Michael E. Cohen

pple CEO Tim Cook reached back in time following his introduction of the iPhone 6 
and Apple Pay at the Flint Center last week with a traditional but long absent “There’s 
one more thing.” That “thing,” of course, was Apple’s long-awaited smartwatch, which 

Apple showed on slides using the “WATCH” logomark, though, luckily, the company uses the 
more text-friendly “Apple Watch” name on its Web site.
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However, you’ll have to reach forward in time to 
get one: the Apple Watch won’t be available until 
early in 2015. And it’s not a single device, but a 
whole range of them, spread among three separate 
lines:

Apple Watch, in stainless steel, either polished or 
black

Apple Watch Sport, in anodized aluminum, 
either silver or space gray

Apple Watch Edition, in hardened 18-carat 
gold

Each line consists of a number of different 
models, in two sizes — 38 mm and 42 mm — and 
with a variety of available bands, from durable 
colored plastic with a magnetic fastener, through 
various traditional buckle models, to Milanese 
loops. Between the various Apple Watch lines, there 
are dozens of different configurations being offered. 
Apple has never, in my recollection, offered so 
many varieties of a single product at launch. And, 
compared to other smartwatches currently on the 
market in terms of design, Apple’s latest offerings 
are, well, there isn’t any comparison: these are the 

first smartwatches I’ve seen that look absolutely like 
wristwatches.

The Apple Watch, like many watches, is water-
resistant but not waterproof. That is, you will be 
able to wear it in the rain or wash your hands with 
it on, but not wear it in the shower or swim with it. 
Athletes may be uncomfortable with that level of 
protection; there isn’t much difference between a 
downpour and a shower.

But that’s all on the surface. What does the Apple 
Watch actually do, and how does it do it?

As a watch, it offers over two million different 
ways to tell time, according to Apple. The Apple 
Watch will have a wide variety of software watch 
faces, many of them customizable with what 
watchmakers call “complications.” Apple Watch 
complications include stopwatches and stock 
reports, along with phases of the moon and 
upcoming meetings. The screen, of course, is 
touch-sensitive, but not just multi-touch. The 
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MISSED AN ISSUE?

You can find the previous issues of the Silicon 
Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.
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MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the FIRST 
Tuesday of every month. Upcoming meeting dates 
are as follows:

October 7, 2014
November 4, 2014
December 2, 2014
January 6, 2015
February 3, 2015
March 3, 2015
April 7, 2015
May 5, 2015
June 2, 2015
July 7, 2015
August 4, 2015
September 1, 2015

SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, September 13, 2014, in the Fire Station 
18’s meting room at: 6830 Hadler View The 
meeting will be divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
iPhoto.

All are invited, but new users are especially en-
courage to attend this free meeting. Bring your tips 
and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

                                                                              

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert   $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that run 
two or more months, except for inserts.

Sponsoring Memberships are also available 
to merchants who want to see their 
business name and address listed on the 
front page. Sponsoring Memberships are 
$100 for one year.
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Club News

Announcements

October Presentation - eBooks
Wish you had a Kindle so you could buy and read a book? Your iPad will actually do the trick for on line books. Come to the October General 
meeting to find out what eBooks are, and how to use them. You'll see an overview of eBooks, and of different devices and different formats, and 
how eBooks work on your Apple devices and computer. 

SMMUG Door Prizes for the October 2014 Meeting:
Canon Pixma MX472 Wireless Office All-in-One Printer
Paper Portfolio
XtremeMac, older iPhone case, orange
Rapsol, screen protector film, iPod touch
Clipclick, ink pens, blue, 2 packages of eight
QFX stereo earphones, H-3, blue
Booksleve, reinforced corners, black
Brightech, snap on iPhone 5 case, light green
Brightech, snap on iPhone 5 case, black
Facebook for Dummies, Mini Edition
Targus, Vucomplete back cover, clear, iPad 2

http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS

For The September 2014 Meeting
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Apple Watch screen also offers force sensitivity, so it can distinguish between a tap and hard press, which Apple calls a “force touch.”
Methods for controlling the interface itself are almost a blend of the old-fashioned click-wheel on the original iPod and the touch-screen of the 

iPhone. Aside from the screen, the watch stem, known as the “digital crown,” is a primary means of control. Users click and twirl the crown to 
control many onscreen actions. A second button below the crown can be pressed to switch to a list of contacts who can be reached using the 
Apple Watch’s connection to the user’s iPhone.

That’s right: many of the Apple Watch’s features work in collaboration with a nearby iPhone, and in fact, an iPhone is required. Happily, any 
model from an iPhone 5 on up will do. In conjunction with the iPhone the Apple Watch can message contacts, play music, serve as a real-life 
Dick Tracy wrist-radio using its built-in speaker and microphone, handle mail, and more. Among that “more” is Siri, allowing for dictation as 
well as information retrieval, and various new personal messaging capabilities, including the ability to exchange sketches, animated emoji, and tap 
sequences (the Apple Watch includes haptic feedback, meaning you can feel those taps on your wrist). The 
watch can also share your heartbeat in real time.

That last is courtesy of the various sensors built-in to the Apple Watch. These can measure heart rate, body 
movement (including when you stand and sit), and, in conjunction with an iPhone’s GPS, keep track of how 
far you’ve gone on your morning run or bike ride. All this information and more is handled via the watch’s 
Activity app and its Workout app, not to mention the apps that communicate with HealthKit, a new iOS 8 
feature, on the iPhone. Although Apple claims to have designed the Apple Watch for everyone from couch 
potatoes to serious athletes, Adam tells me that many serious runners would be unlikely to want to carry an 
entire iPhone as well as wear a watch, and as a lifelong competitive runner, he should know.

Also in conjunction with the iPhone, the Apple Watch can serve as a point-of-purchase device, using an 
NFC transceiver to make payments via a merchant’s reader. This is all enabled courtesy of the new Apple Pay 
service that was announced at the same event (see “Apple Pay Aims to Disrupt Payment Industry,” 9 
September 2014).

Although most of what Apple demoed the Apple Watch doing involved Apple apps, there will be a 
WatchKit API that independent developers can use to create their own apps. They’ll presumably need to communicate with a host app on the 
iPhone, but Apple provided no details on that today.

Given all the things that the Apple Watch does, and its small size, one inevitably wonders what kind of battery life it offers. Apple isn’t saying 
anything beyond “an active day’s use” right now. The Apple Watch uses a magnetic induction device that snaps to the back of the watch and 
recharges it overnight — how long a charging cycle takes is another question that Apple has yet to answer. We anticipate that it will be the sort of 
thing you’ll need to plug in before bed every night.

Those in the “shut up and take my money” crowd (I may find myself marching with them) will need to save up at least $349 for the cheapest 
Apple Watch. How much the highest end watch, or, indeed, any other than the cheapest watch, will cost is another of those pesky unanswered 
questions at this time.

Last year, Josh Centers speculated on what kind of watch Apple would deliver (see “Making the Case for an iWatch,” 3 July 2013). It looks 
like he scored rather well. Among the items floating in his “claim chowder” offering were:

Two-way wrist radio capability: ✔︎
Siri: ✔︎
Fitness tracking: ✔︎
Fashion friendly design: ✔︎
Photo display: ✔︎
Apple TV control: ✔︎
FaceTime camera: ✘
Self-winding recharging: ✘
$199 price point: ✘
App Store for Apple Watch: probably, but no specifics provided
Pretty tasty chowder, Josh!
But will Apple Watch sales be tasty for Apple? Even at $349, I expect Apple to sell carloads of these timepieces from the future. What’s more, 

given that what was shown today was a preview of a 1.0 product, I expect the product lines to evolve quickly, and the price range to expand both 
lower and higher.

I believe we’ll see a lot of “IOU an Apple Watch” cards being left under the tree this holiday season.

Continued from Page 1
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iPhone, iPod, & iPad 
Apple Announces iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus with Larger Screens

by Josh Centers
Apple last week unveiled two new models of iPhone: the iPhone 6 and the iPhone 6 Plus. The base iPhone 6 features a 4.7-inch display, while 

the iPhone 6 Plus features a whopping 5.5-inch display.
The displays aren’t just bigger, but better. Both are termed Retina HD, with the “smaller” iPhone 

displaying at 1334-by-750 resolution and the iPhone Plus displaying at 1920-by-1080. Both support the 
full sRGB color standard and feature higher contrast, more brightness, and better white balance. Apple 
promises deeper blacks and sharper text, with wider-angle viewing, and an improved polarizer for better 
performance outdoors. Despite rumors suggesting sapphire screens, the screen in both iPhone 6 models is 
still glass.

Both models of iPhone 6 are thinner than ever. While the iPhone 5s is 7.6 mm thick and the iPhone 5c 
is 8.97 mm thick, the iPhone 6 is 6.9 mm thick and even the iPhone 6 Plus is only 7.1 mm thick. The 
larger screens do make a difference in weight, where the iPhone 5s and 5c weigh in at 112 grams and 132 
grams, respectively, but the iPhone 6 is 129 grams and the iPhone 6 Plus is a lot heavier, at 172 grams.

Our own Jeff Carlson, who was present at the event, pocketed both models (with the permission of the 
patient Apple demo staff) — and found that they fit into regular jeans pockets, with the iPhone 6 Plus 
obviously occupying more room. Ars Technica has posted a PDF template of the iPhone 6 Plus that you 
can print and cut out to see how it feels in your hand; perhaps tape it to some cardboard to get a sense of its 
pocketability. When Adam did that, he found that while the iPhone 6 Plus fit in his jeans pockets, it dug in 
uncomfortably when he sat down. Your mileage (and clothing) may vary.

Another tweak that will be almost shocking to long-time iPhone users is that the Sleep-Wake button, 
which has always been at the top of the device, has moved to the right edge, above the SIM slot. Apple’s reason is to better facilitate one-handed 
use of the larger cases. The Touch ID fingerprint-sensing Home Button is standard.

Behind the screen is Apple’s second-generation 64-bit mobile processor, the A8, which features over 2 billion transistors, making it 25 percent 
faster than the previous A7, and with 50 percent better graphics performance. Apple also claims that the new A8 is 50 percent more energy 
efficient. That accounts for the battery life, which equals or outperforms the iPhone 5s for all activity modes. One bonus of the iPhone 6 Plus is 
even better battery life than on the base iPhone 6. For example, while the iPhone 6 boasts up to 10 hours of LTE browsing, the iPhone 6 Plus 
lasts up to 12 hours. And while the iPhone 6 claims up to 50 hours of audio playback, the iPhone 6 Plus provides up to 80 hours.

Alongside the A8 is Apple’s next-generation motion coprocessor, the M8, which features a barometer to sense air pressure to determine 
elevation (it might also be useful for weather apps). It can also estimate distances with improved sensors.

Also welcome are major improvements to the cameras. The iPhone 6’s 8 megapixel iSight camera has an f/2.2 aperture, along with a host of 
new features. Focus Pixels is a new technology that replicates the autofocus capabilities of high-end DSLRs for faster focusing. The camera also 
has faster and more accurate face detection, auto image stabilization to compensate for motion blur and shakiness, and higher-resolution 
panoramas of up to 43 megapixels. A unique feature of the iPhone 6 Plus camera is optical image stabilization, which moves the sensor to prevent 
motion blur in low-light situations.

Videos can be captured at up to 60 frames per second in 1080p resolution, and slow-motion video can be captured at 240 fps in 720p 
resolution (as well as at 120 fps, which was introduced in the iPhone 5s). Video capture now features continuous autofocus to stay sharp on the 
subject, and cinematic video stabilization to keep video steady.

But at heart, the iPhone is still a phone, and the iPhone 6 features more connectivity options than ever. It supports up to 20 LTE bands, the 
most of any smartphone on the market, and can download data at up to 150 Mbps over LTE. Apple will also offer voice over LTE (VoLTE) 
where available, which should offer increased voice clarity. It also features 802.11ac to take advantage of Apple’s latest AirPort routers, with up to 
three times more throughput than the 802.11n standard used in the iPhone 5s.

A curious feature of the iPhone 6 Plus is Reachability, which enables one-handed operation (and is similar to a Samsung feature that many 
Apple pundits mocked). Double-touch the Home button and the screen shifts down, making it more accessible to your thumb. The iPhone 6 
Plus also features a special landscape view, which works similarly to landscape view functions on the iPad. For example, in Messages, landscape 
mode displays your list of conversations on the left and your messages on the right, and the home screen rotates to account for the orientation. 
The iPhone 6, even with a larger screen than the iPhone 5s and iPhone 5c, does not gain the orientation additions.

http://arstechnica.com/apple/2014/09/how-big-is-the-iphone-6-plus-find-out-with-our-handy-paper-template/
http://arstechnica.com/apple/2014/09/how-big-is-the-iphone-6-plus-find-out-with-our-handy-paper-template/
http://www.apple.com/iphone-6/design/
http://www.apple.com/iphone-6/design/
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One software display feature both iPhone models will enjoy is Display Zoom, which will increase the size of content to take advantage of the 
larger screen sizes. Instead of zooming the entire screen, as the existing accessibility feature does, Display Zoom increases the size of icons and 
buttons, and also provides larger target areas for tapping. That will be particularly welcome to those of us with aging eyes.

Speaking of display size, apps will have to be tweaked to take full advantage of the larger screen sizes of the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. As with 
iPhone-only apps on the iPad, apps that aren’t adjusted for the larger screens will automatically be scaled up via what Apple called “desktop-class 
scaling.”

Finally, both iPhone 6 models will feature near-field communication (NFC) for the first time, which is a cornerstone of Apple’s new Apple Pay 
system. For more on that, and how it relies on the Touch ID sensor built into both iPhone 6 models, see “Apple Pay Aims to Disrupt Payment 
Industry,” 9 September 2014.

Both models of the iPhone 6 became available for pre-order on 12 September 2014, and will ship on 19 September 2014. They come in the 
same colors as the iPhone 5s: gold, silver, and space gray. 16 GB of storage is still standard in the $199 base model of the iPhone 6 for those on a 
budget. For people who need more space, the 32 GB tier has been eliminated, but the price of the 64 GB model has dropped to $299, and there 
is at long last a 128 GB model for $399. The iPhone 6 Plus costs $100 more for each tier, starting at $299 for the 16 GB model.

9to5Mac is reporting that the 64 GB and 128 GB models will come with iMovie, GarageBand, Keynote, Pages, Numbers, and iTunes U 
pre-installed; they’re available as free downloads for the 16 GB models. We hope they can be deleted, for those who don’t use them and want to 
recover the space.

Apple is offering a new set of cases in silicone and leather. The silicone cases will retail for $35 for the regular iPhone 6 and $39 for the iPhone 
6 Plus and will come in black, blue, pink, green, white, and red (benefitting the Product(RED) charity). The leather cases will cost $45 and $49 
and come in black, soft pink, olive brown, midnight blue, and red (again benefitting Product(RED)).

If you’re not interested in the new iPhone 6 or 6 Plus, you may appreciate lower pricing for the current models, which remain available. When 
you purchase with a two-year service contract, the iPhone 5s drops to $99 for 16 GB and $149 for 32 GB, and the iPhone 5c is available for free.

Although we won’t know for sure until we spend some quality time with the iPhone 6, it appears that Apple has once again released a 
worthwhile update. The iPhone 6 and 6 Plus aren’t revolutionary — that’s not Apple’s goal — but they offer enough new features to attract those 
who are in the market for a new iPhone, along with those for whom a larger screen is a must. People who are actively turned off by the larger size 
of these models can stick with the iPhone 5s and 5c for now; it remains to be seen if Apple will maintain a smaller model in future releases.

DeTune Extracts Your Media from an iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch
by Josh Centers 

My wife’s music collection was stuck inside an old iPod touch. It’s so old that the shiny rear panel had rusted, which I didn’t know was even 
possible. The problem was that she no longer had access to the computer it had synced with — it’s a long and unhappy story, but there are a 
variety of other ways I could imagine it happening.

This situation exposed one of the annoyances about iOS: its file system is locked down. You can connect most other devices to a computer, 
move files back and forth, and be done. But the Apple-approved way of transferring files between iOS and Mac is via an iTunes sync, and iOS 
wants to sync with only one iTunes library at a time.

Fortunately, I discovered a free and easy way to copy my wife’s music files off the iPod touch: the open-source DeTune from HeadLightSoft. 
It’s a tiny 2.9 MB download and requires only OS X 10.5 Leopard or later, so just about any Mac user can run it.

DeTune can retrieve more than just music. It can also extract movies, TV shows, ringtones, books, and more, none of which were an issue for 
my wife’s iPod touch. However, it does not display album art or let you see 
photos on a device (those can usually be recovered with iPhoto or Image 
Capture). Nor does DeTune remove any DRM “protection” on media files.

Once you launch DeTune, plug in the device you wish to extract music from 
and it should appear in the app. If you want to extract all music from the device, 
that’s easily done. In DeTune’s left-hand sidebar, select Music under your 
device’s heading, click any song, and then press Command-A to select all songs. 
Notice the combined size of the files, which is listed at the bottom of the 
window.

Switch to the Finder, create a new folder to hold your music (making sure 
you have enough room on that drive!), and drag the songs from DeTune to 
your new folder. If your collection is as large as my wife’s (14.8 GB), it will take 
some time for everything to transfer.

You can also view music by playlist if you want to copy only music that’s in a 
specific playlist, but in this case, I wanted to get everything off the rusting iPod 

http://tidbits.com/article/15056
http://tidbits.com/article/15056
http://tidbits.com/article/15056
http://tidbits.com/article/15056
http://9to5mac.com/2014/09/15/ilifeiwork-ios-apps-to-come-pre-installed-on-64gb-and-128gb-iphone-66-plus/
http://9to5mac.com/2014/09/15/ilifeiwork-ios-apps-to-come-pre-installed-on-64gb-and-128gb-iphone-66-plus/
http://www.red.org/
http://www.red.org/
http://www.headlightsoft.com/detune/
http://www.headlightsoft.com/detune/
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touch so the music could be backed up and loaded on other devices.
The good news is that when the transfer is finished, your music will be sorted into named folders, instead of being dumped into one messy 

folder. It may not be arranged exactly as you wish, but you can either let iTunes sort things out using the metadata embedded in the music files 
(for more information, see Kirk McElhearn’s “Take Control of iTunes 11: The FAQ”) or use a file organization tool like Hazel to do the work 
for you (for more on Hazel, including a 20-percent-off coupon, check out Joe Kissell’s “Take Control of Automating Your Mac”).

Eulogy for the iPod classic
by Josh Centers

Overshadowed by the excitement of Apple’s latest product announcements was the loss of a long-standing Apple product. On 9 September 
2014, Apple took its Web site offline briefly to slip in a redesign, new iPhone models, and the Apple Watch, but when the site returned, there was 
something missing: the iPod classic, which had been 
unceremoniously scrubbed from both the site and Apple’s online 
store. The 160 GB iPod classic is survived by the 2 GB iPod shuffle, 
the 16 GB iPod nano, and the iOS-based iPod touch.

It’s the end of an era, one that rocketed Apple from a scrappy 
computer company fighting irrelevance to a superpower in the worlds 
of computing, music, mobile telephony, and photography. But while 
the iMac may have brought Apple back from the brink, and the 
iPhone made the company dominant, the path to Apple’s glory began 
on 23 October 2001, when Steve Jobs introduced the iPod.

Looking back, it was a surprisingly low-key event (for our original 
coverage, see “Apple iPod Makes Music More Attractive,” 23 
October 2001). There was no cheering, no elaborate on-stage demos, 
and the slides used Marker Felt as a typeface. It was a quiet launch for 
what would be Apple’s first major foray out of personal computing. Reactions were mixed, and not too dissimilar to initial reactions to the Apple 
Watch announcement. Some even called the iPod “lame.”

As the humble iPod gained features — the 30-pin dock connector, Windows compatibility, support for photos and videos — and split into 
numerous variants, sales soared. Hundreds of millions were sold, and many households still have an old iPod hanging around in a drawer.

Alas, when Apple released the iPhone in 2007, followed a few 
months later by the iPod touch, the fate of the traditional iPod line 
was writ large. Touchscreens, not click wheels, were the future of 
Apple’s portable devices.

Well, maybe that’s not quite true. As iPod sales continue to sink, 
the Apple Watch, relying as it does on the click wheel’s descendent, 
the digital crown, aims to take over as the next big thing (see 
“Apple Previews the New Apple Watch,” 9 September 2014).

As for the void left by the loss of the 160 GB iPod classic, the 
new 128 GB option for the iPhone 6 brings hope that a new iPod 
touch is just around the corner with the same storage capacity. So 
while the iPod classic may be gone, its legacy of putting massive 
amounts of music in your pocket lives on.

Once I copied the music from the iPod touch to an external hard 
drive, I simply unmounted the drive, took it over to my wife’s 
MacBook, copied the music to its internal drive, and added it to 
her iTunes library. And then basked briefly in my wife’s appreciation 
of my geek heroism. It’s nice when a seemingly insurmountable 
problem turns out to have an easy solution.

Thanks to the folks at HeadLightSoft for providing a simple, free 
tool to recover music from an otherwise inaccessible device.

http://tid.bl.it/tco-itunes11-tidbits
http://tid.bl.it/tco-itunes11-tidbits
http://www.noodlesoft.com/hazel.php
http://www.noodlesoft.com/hazel.php
http://tid.bl.it/tco-automating-your-mac-tidbits
http://tid.bl.it/tco-automating-your-mac-tidbits
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kN0SVBCJqLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kN0SVBCJqLs
http://tidbits.com/article/6605
http://tidbits.com/article/6605
http://slashdot.org/story/01/10/23/1816257/apple-releases-ipod
http://slashdot.org/story/01/10/23/1816257/apple-releases-ipod
http://tidbits.com/article/15057
http://tidbits.com/article/15057
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
I’m Finally a One-Mac Guy 

For as long as there have been portable Macs (October 1991 if you’re curious), I’ve used a desktop Mac with expansion slots as my main Mac. 
But until recently, I also had a portable, used exclusively for travel. Keeping files in sync between my desktop and laptop was always challenging 
and there were often things that were more difficult (like editing high-resolution video) or impossible (installing expansion cards). So, every time 
Apple introduced a new notebook, I wished for it to include everything I might need to free me from the drudgery and inconvenience of my 
two-Mac-at-a-time habit. 

For the past few years it’s gotten closer and closer to my ideal; in March I pulled the trigger, sold my Mac Pro desktop and bought a refurbished 
MacBook Pro (see Dr. Mac April 22, 2014) to be my one and only Mac. 

I have no regrets whatsoever, but I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention that I went on to spend an additional $166 on a USB SuperDrive ($79.00), 
FireWire, Ethernet, and Mini DisplayPort-to-VGA adapters ($29.00 each). And since the new MacBook Pro was my first Mac with USB 3, I 
transplanted several of my old USB 2 hard drives into faster USB 3 enclosures from Other World Computing ($29.99 each). 

Even so, I was thrilled to have a powerful desktop and laptop all-in-one for less than $3,000. The only annoyance was that I had something 
plugged into both Thunderbolt ports, both USB ports, the headphone port, and the HDMI port. So any time I wanted to use my MacBook 
Pro anywhere but my desk, I had to unmount the external disks and unplug 6 or 7 cables, which was not exactly the kind of grab-and-go scenario 
I had envisioned. 

Wouldn’t it be nice, I thought, if I could connect all of my peripherals to my MacBook Pro with a single cable? I soon discovered a new 
product category called Thunderbolt docks (or Thunderbolt docking stations), which provide the wonderful unplug-a-single-cable convenience 
of my dreams.

And so, gentle reader, for the past several weeks I’ve been testing four Thunderbolt docks from El Gato, StarTech, Belkin, and CalDigit, which 
are more alike than they are different. All require AC power; include a combination of Ethernet, FireWire, HDMI, USB 3, headphone, and/or 
microphone ports; connect to your Mac via Thunderbolt cable; and sell for around $200.

Next week I’ll provide additional details about individual docks, but for now, let me leave you with this: All four worked flawlessly regardless of 
the type or number of devices I connected. And I perceived no difference in performance: Devices connected via a dock performed the same as 
devices connected directly.

While $200 isn’t cheap, in my humble opinion, they’re worth every penny.

What’s Up, Dock(s)…
Last week I explained how a Thunderbolt dock makes it easier to use any notebook Mac that has Thunderbolt ports. You start by plugging 

USB, Ethernet, MiniDisplay, Audio, HDMI, or FireWire 800 devices into the dock. When you connect the dock to your laptop via 
Thunderbolt cable, all of the devices connected to it become available on your Mac. 

As I mentioned last week, I’ve been testing four Thunderbolt docks and consider them more alike than different. So this week I’ll tell you how 
to determine which dock is right for you. 

First, note that all four docks are approximately the same size and weight: 7 x 3 x 1 inches and weigh well under one pound. They all include a 
pair of Thunderbolt ports, three USB 3 ports, audio in and audio out ports, and Ethernet. The StarTech, CalDigit, and Elgato docks also include 
an HDMI port. 

The Belkin dock is the outlier. It’s the only one without HDMI and the only one that with FireWire. It also has a slightly different layout than 
the others: all three of its USB ports are on the back of the unit while the others offer two USB ports on their back sides with the third USB port 
on the front for convenience. 

All four docks are so similar that selecting the best one for your needs could be a challenge, though it was a no-brainer for me because my 
MacBook Pro has HDMI but not FireWire, making the Belkin offering — the only one with FireWire and no HDMI — the winner for me.  

There is one last thing: I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention that all of these docks use the original Thunderbolt specification (aka Thunderbolt 1). 
The current iteration — called Thunderbolt 2 — is theoretically twice as fast. So, if your Mac includes Thunderbolt 2 (like the latest Mac Pro 
and MacBook Pro with Retina Display), things might run faster with a Thunderbolt 2-equipped dock. 

Therein lies the rub: Thunderbolt 2 docks aren’t available just yet, though several are expected by the end of the year. So, the last thing to 
consider is whether to buy one now or wait for one with Thunderbolt 2. 

Since prices, availability, and performance of Thunderbolt 2 docks are all unknown at present, I chose the “bird in the hand” approach and I’m 
totally happy with the current Belkin dock. On the other hand, if you can wait a few months for the Thunderbolt 2 docks, you’ll have additional 
options and, most likely, lower prices for Thunderbolt 1 docks. 
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Either way a Thunderbolt dock makes life with your laptop ever so much easier. 
Product Info:
Thunderbolt Docking Station. StarTech. www.startech.com. $249.99. Thunderbolt Station. CalDigit. www.caldigit.com. $199.00.
Thunderbolt Express. Belkin. www.belkin.com. $199.99.  Thunderbolt Dock. Elgato. www.elgato.com. $229.95.

How to Take Better Pictures with an iPhone
On a recent vacation my wife and I had five iDevice cameras between us plus our “real” camera, a bulky Canon digital SLR with several lenses. 

And while there’s no denying the Canon is the superior camera in almost every way, we took way more pictures with our iPhones (and to a lesser 
extent, our iPads) than with the Canon. In fact, more days than not the Canon sat in our room while we shot literally thousands of pictures using 
our iDevices.

People say the best camera is the one that’s with you… and after this trip I’m a believer. Although we got a handful of truly great shots on the 
Canon, the vast majority of the pictures we liked best were shot with our iPhones. 

Along the way I discovered many tips, tricks, and tools to make iPhone photos come out better. The first, and probably most important is 
light. While newer iPhone cameras are much better in low light situations, they’re not that good. So make sure your subject is adequately lit. If 
you’re indoors, turn on some lights or open the drapes, or shoot outside in daylight. The more light you have, the less likely you’ll end up with a 
dark, indistinct image.

Another easy way to improve your shots is to stabilize your iPhone before you shoot. Camera shake is second only to low light for ruining a 
perfectly good shot. So lock your elbows and hold the phone as steady as possible. Better yet, wedge the phone solidly against something 
stationary like a wall, tree, or lamppost. The less you move your camera, the sharper your pictures will turn out.

To that end, remember the tip I offered in my column on April 8th: Since camera shake spoils more photos than anything else, plug in any 
wired headset with volume buttons and use the volume buttons on its cable to trigger the camera shutter. Bonus: This trick lets you use the 
iPhone’s superior backside camera for shooting selfies. 

In that same column, I also mentioned Square Jellyfish mini tripods designed to hold an iPhone securely. They’re small, lightweight, and 
perfect for holding the camera steady when I can’t.

Finally, don’t forget your iPhone camera’s Burst mode, which captures up to 10 shots per second (on an iPhone 5s). To shoot in bursts, just 
press the shutter button but don’t lift your finger. Your iPhone will shoot continuously until you lift your finger from the button. This is especially 
effective when shooting a moving subject; if you shoot 20 or 30 pictures in 2 or 3 seconds, there’s a good chance one of your shots will be a 
winner.

Square Jellyfish iPhone tripods. From $12.99. www.squarejellyfish.com

Siri: Getting Better with Age
Like fine cheese or wine, Siri, the personal digital assistant inside every iPhone 4S and later, has really improved with age. 
I got out of the habit of using Siri last year, after far too many, “I'm really sorry, but I can't take any requests right now,” messages. But, I was on 

the road all of last week and several of my friends were using it often with nary a failure. 
So I decided to get back in the habit and I must say, Siri worked perfectly most of the time.
If you’re currently a heavy Siri user, you already know that you’re not seeing (m)any error messages these days. So here are some cool things you 

probably didn’t know you could say to Siri: 
I need directions to Philadelphia International Airport.
Ask Siri for directions to a specific destination and it first determines your current location, and then fires up the Maps app and starts turn-by-

turn navigation to your destination — all without touching the iPhone again. This command also works with Contacts that have a street address 
and many other locations including stores, parks, landmarks, and many more. When in doubt, just say it. If Siri can’t figure it out, it’ll ask you for 
additional details. 

Send a text to my wife that says, ‘I’m running late and won’t get out of here until 5:30 or later.’
If Siri doesn’t know who your wife is, it replies, “I don’t know who your wife is. To whom shall I send this?” Once Siri learns your wife’s (or any 

family member’s) name, it never forgets (or at least it hasn’t yet). 
Finally, Siri is great for sending email or making phone or FaceTime calls to your relatives (or anyone else, for that matter). 
Remind me to call Dave at 3:45PM; Set an alarm for 6:45AM tomorrow; Schedule a meeting with Pat at 11AM next Thursday.
These days I schedule most of my reminders, alarms, and calendar events by dictating them to Siri. Since Siri can create reminders, alarms, and 

events without opening the Reminders, Clock, or Calendar app, speaking them is much faster than launching the app with all its attendant 
tapping and typing. 

One last thing: I sometimes pause while speaking to Siri. While it used to stop listening before I started speaking again (which I hated), Apple 
provided a fix if you’re using iOS 7.1 or later. Instead of releasing the Home button when Siri appears, keep pressing it and Siri will listen until you 
release it. When you’re finished speaking, lift your finger off the Home button. 

http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.startech.com&i=23&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.startech.com&i=23&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caldigit.com&i=24&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caldigit.com&i=24&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caldigit.com&i=25&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caldigit.com&i=25&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.elgato.com&i=26&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.elgato.com&i=26&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.squarejellyfish.com&i=27&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
http://dmanalytics2.com/click?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.squarejellyfish.com&i=27&d=XY05V3Y6-3018-4Z26-YU8Z-2U448W1Z00WV&e=ld%40smmug.org&a=V77X9W72-918X-42VU-9462-WYZXU81Z0W5W
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If you’re not using Siri much (or at all) these days, give the latest incarnation a try and I think you’ll agree it has never worked better. 

Copyright © 2014 Bob LeVitus -- Reprinted with permission from Bob LeVitus

You've Been Windozed
By Jeff Jensen

  The "You've Been Windozed" is a good title for what happens when you upgrade to Mavericks. My Mac now runs like a 
Windows machine, where, when I turn on my Mac, I can go get a cup of coffee while my machine goes to an online Google 
server, gets updates, and then slides all those updates into my machine thru the back door while I am making and drinking my 
cup of coffee.  If I was not so far behind at school this fall with a class I got at the last minute (the day before it started), I'd 
write a brief article about this. I've never taught this class before either. But I want to. It will be a challenge. And "fun" I think. 
If teaching Algebra can be fun? But also,  they do pay me to teach.

I caught the culprit that was locking up my machine when I turned my Mac on by using Activity Monitor.  Activity Monitor is in 
Applications > Utilities. I put Activity Monitor on my Dock so I could open it quickly if I heard the disks spinning and my machine was stalled 
when I turned on my Mac.  I considered making Activity Monitor open on start up, but that turned out not to be needed.

Inside Activity Monitor, I also set to "on" the % CPU column under View > Columns >% CPU. This makes the who-is-doing-what much 
easier to spot. And spot I did.  There on the top of the list was Google Updater and kfetch sucking down a high amount of CPU time.  I had not 
even launched the first Mac App yet. And yet, I could hear the disks spinning, and furiously reading and writing.  And I sat, watching and 
drinking my coffee while I waited to be able to use my Mac. Disgusting! Days of Windows past and present.

Below is the best story I found when I searched for "Google Automatic Software Update" in Safari.  Check it out on the link below - it makes 
interesting reading.  Maybe if enough of us complain to Google, Google will add an Apple like "Yes" or "Later" choice on the updates. I do my 
Apple and Mac Apps updates at the end of my computer sessions, not at the start of my day.  

http://www.macworld.com/article/1168243/disabling_google_auto_updates.html

I do like coffee, but I like to drink it while I work, not while I wait.  If someone has found a way to turn off the Auto Updater on the Google 
updates, I like to know how. The ones in the Article sound like a pain.  I do believe in keeping up with all software updates.  Every day we hear 
more and more about online break ins.  So I do keep my software up to date. But I really hate not have my Mac come on shortly after I turn it 
on.

Jeff’s Journal

Free Stuff
I was perusing the Pangea Software site and noticed that their original 

Enigmo game is now free. I downloaded it and it seems to work OK  on my 
Mavericks system. 

Disclaimer: I haven’t played it extensively yet to be sure there are no 
incompatibilities.

If you like games - check it out. You can’t beat - Free!

http://www.macworld.com/article/1168243/disabling_google_auto_updates.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/1168243/disabling_google_auto_updates.html
http://www.pangeasoft.net/enigmo/index.html
http://www.pangeasoft.net/enigmo/index.html
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Computer Security
Macs Mostly Safe from Bash Vulnerability, but Be Ready to Patch

by Rich Mogull
No one is ever excited when a new software vulnerability is revealed, but the disclosure this week of a major bug in a common Unix tool set 

off an earthquake in the security community. Not only is nearly every version of Unix vulnerable, including Linux and OS X, but most of the 
initial patches are not completely effective at blocking the hole. It’s a near-worst-case scenario where we have a piece of software on nearly every 
non-Windows server on the Internet — and plenty of personal computers thanks to Apple’s market growth — that is vulnerable to multiple 
kinds of remote attacks, all capable of completely taking over the system, with no way to stop it completely.

Despite the severity, a combination of Apple’s design decisions and how we use Macs dramatically reduces your risk, but you still need to be 
careful and be ready to install Apple’s next security update.

Shellshock -- Bash is one of the most fundamental tools on Unix-based systems, including Linux and BSD, a version of which is at the heart 
of OS X. By default, when you launch Terminal, Bash is the program that provides the command-line interface. It has been around for decades 
and is by far the most popular interactive shell.

You don’t need to know the gory details (read Troy Hunt’s write-up if you want them), but in short, a researcher discovered a vulnerability in 
Bash that enables an attacker to do pretty much whatever he wants. It involves manipulating environment variables sent to the shell when it 
opens a session. This is clearly a problem if someone gains direct or remote access to your computer, but Bash is so deeply embedded into Unix 
systems that the vulnerability has some unusual effects.

Many programs hook into a Unix system’s default shell to issue command-line instructions because it’s a convenient way to interact with the 
computer. It isn’t the safest approach, so those commands are often limited to a low-privilege user account or use some other safety mechanism. 
Unfortunately, that mechanism rarely involves sanitizing commands sent for bad data, something programmers know they should do, but which 
can be hard to get right.

Thus we find that many installations of the Apache Web server are vulnerable, as is the DHCP software many Unix systems use to obtain their 
IP addresses. And those two merely scratch the surface. Passing commands through Bash is such a common technique that we don’t know all the 
ways it could be exploited, or how easy the exploitation might be. In the DHCP example, simply connecting to a hostile network (wired or 
wireless) could give an attacker control of your computer. And worst of all, this particular exploit is insanely easy to use — all an attacker needs to 
do is send a bit of the right text to a receptive app.

For example, security researcher (and friend) Rob Graham ran a partial scan of the Internet and determined Shellshock could be used to 
create a new Internet worm.

Once Bash is fully patched, the vulnerability should be blocked, but it is also possible there are strange variations that haven’t been found yet. 
Worse, the sheer number of computers that need to be patched is nearly incomprehensible. Bash is even found in odd places like network 
devices, appliances, industrial control system components (think your power company), and home automation. On the positive side, not 
everything is exploitable. It takes a combination of the vulnerable version of Bash and some way to send it arbitrary commands that can be 
executed in an interesting way. But, to bring you back down again, we don’t know what all those combinations are.

We will be dealing with Shellshock for years.
Why Most Macs Are Safe -- As I noted before, all recent versions of OS X 

have Bash installed as the default shell, and are just as vulnerable as any other 
Unix-based operating system. However, the default configurations of most 
Macs appear to block the highest-risk methods of exploiting the Shellshock 
bug. Unless you set up your Mac as a Web server, or enable some other 
remote software that could link to Bash, you should be safe. That said, 
anyone running a Mac server should look into recompiling Bash.

When you’re on your home network, behind NAT (in which your router 
gets a single IP address from your ISP, and then distributes multiple internal 
IP addresses to all the devices that connect to it), you’re likely safe. However, 
when you’re out and about on networks of unknown safety, I recommend 
turning on OS X’s built-in firewall (System Preferences > Security & Privacy 
> Firewall > Turn On Firewall). Then click the Firewall Options button and 
select Block All Incoming Connections. That might be overkill, but it 

http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2014-6271
http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2014-6271
http://threatpost.com/bash-exploit-reported-first-round-of-patches-incomplete/108550
http://threatpost.com/bash-exploit-reported-first-round-of-patches-incomplete/108550
http://www.troyhunt.com/2014/09/everything-you-need-to-know-about.html
http://www.troyhunt.com/2014/09/everything-you-need-to-know-about.html
http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/09/bash-shellshock-scan-of-internet.html
http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/09/bash-shellshock-scan-of-internet.html
http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/09/bash-shellshock-scan-of-internet.html
http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/09/bash-shellshock-scan-of-internet.html
http://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/146849/how-do-i-recompile-bash-to-avoid-shellshock-the-remote-exploit-cve-2014-6271-an/146851#146851
http://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/146849/how-do-i-recompile-bash-to-avoid-shellshock-the-remote-exploit-cve-2014-6271-an/146851#146851
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probably won’t affect anything negatively as you use your Mac (it’s how my MacBook Pro is always configured), and it’s easily toggled off and on.
The main vector I was extremely worried about was an attack via DHCP, which could expose your Mac if all you did was connect to a 

network. To test this concern, I set up my own hostile DHCP server and tried the attack, but to no avail. I couldn’t compromise my Mac, and 
after asking on Twitter, I found out that Apple uses its own DHCP client, which is safer.

Since we don’t yet understand the full implications of the Bash vulnerability, keep your eyes out for a security update from Apple rather than 
attempting to patch Bash willy-nilly. (If you run older versions of OS X that no longer receive security updates, you’ll want to recompile your 
version of Bash, since this vulnerability dates back decades.) But the rest of us should wait for an official update, since the risk to everyday Mac 
users is low. Apple has already notified the media (including us) that they are working on the problem, and since most of the other fixes are 
incomplete, I’m okay waiting a little longer.

Apple Goes Public on Privacy
by Geoff Duncan

Last week Apple published an Open Letter on Privacy, in which CEO Tim Cook emphasized how Apple products are designed with 
customer privacy as a top priority. The letter and accompanying site detail some of Apple’s privacy-related practices and technologies, as well as 
the policies that the company mandates and follows with advertisers, partners, and governments. Apple also posted the same content to its 
various international sites. It’s worth a look.

In part, the site and the letter are a public relations move. Apple has taken a flogging in recent weeks in the wake of attackers accessing several 
celebrities’ iCloud photos. (Apple claims the attacks are due to compromised passwords and security questions, not inherent security flaws, 
see “iCloud Flaw Not Source of Celebrity Photo Theft,” 2 September 2014.) As a result, Apple is currently trying to reposition itself as a 
company worthy of consumers’ trust. Of course, the site also highlights new privacy-related technologies in iOS 8: it’s no coincidence this open 
letter was published alongside a massive Apple product launch.

At one level, the site shows how Apple is in the same boat as other technology companies: Apple is constantly storing and processing sensitive 
data for hundreds of millions of people, and must comply with lawful government orders to hand over information. However, Apple’s privacy 
pages also highlight how it is different from other technology giants, primarily because Apple earns most of its money selling products, rather than 
by selling advertisers access to its customers.

Do these differences matter to you? The answer depends on how you (and those you know) use technology and online services.
Apple’s Main Privacy Points -- Apple’s new privacy site details how individual Apple technologies (like iCloud, Maps, Siri, FaceTime, 

Messages, Apple Pay, HealthKit, and more) manage and store personal information. Equally important, Apple also details how users can control 
how their personal information is stored and shared, and offers some basic advice on safeguarding privacy and avoiding phishing scams. 
Notably, the site uses accessible English rather than technospeak or legalese, even in the still-dense privacy policy.

A few key points emerge:
• Apple believes users should control how their information is collected and used. One way this manifests in iOS is requiring explicit permission 

before Apple (or anyone else) can collect data — and users can later revoke those permissions. The stance is a bit risky: pesky prompting is a 
bad user experience and people quickly learn to click (or tap) through alerts without reading them. (Think: when did you last read the iTunes 
End User License Agreement?) However, at least users can review permissions granted to iOS apps and revoke them if they like. Not 
comfortable with a Twitter client tapping into your photos? Deny it access in Settings. Same if you don’t want Siri knowing your location.

• Apple collects only information it believes it needs for a good user experience, anonymizes it when it can, and retains as little of that 
information as possible. If user data must be stored, where possible Apple encrypts it (say, on iCloud) and does not associate it with Apple IDs 
(for instance, Siri). If Apple no longer needs the information to provide services, it deletes the data. Apple also repeatedly emphasizes that it 
does not (and, in many cases, cannot) scan messages, photos, email, or documents on its services for any purpose, including compiling 
marketing profiles, mapping social or business connections, or selling products.

• Apple tries to limit ways nefarious (or merely unscrupulous) app makers and third parties can abuse its products and services. For instance, 
Apple contractually prohibits app makers from collecting iOS device Advertising IDs from users who limit ad tracking. (Further, iOS users 
can reset their Advertising ID at any time.) While Apple cannot police the practices of every third-party developer, other things are within the 
company’s control. In iOS 8, Apple is randomizing the internal identifiers used by Wi-Fi hardware. Why? Those identifiers are disclosed every 
time a device connects to a Wi-Fi network (or even scans for available networks); marketers, hotspot operators, and even governments have 
used those identifiers to track individuals without consent.

• If users set a passcode, iOS devices encrypt most user information they store. Apple introduced hardware encryption back in 2009 on the 
iPhone 3GS: all users had to do was set a passcode. Although that initial effort had severe shortcomings (see “iPhone 3GS Hardware 
Encryption Easy to Circumvent,” 7 August 2009), Apple has continued to improve on-device data protection. With iOS 8, Apple claims it is 
“not technically feasible” even for Apple to retrieve much information stored on a device protected with a passcode. This capability shouldn’t be 
viewed as a privacy panacea — attackers (and governments) can still brute-force passcodes to access data if they can get their hands on your 

http://complexitydaemon.wordpress.com/2014/09/26/bash-os-x-dhcp-and-you/
http://complexitydaemon.wordpress.com/2014/09/26/bash-os-x-dhcp-and-you/
http://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/146849/how-do-i-recompile-bash-to-avoid-shellshock-the-remote-exploit-cve-2014-6271-an/146851#146851
http://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/146849/how-do-i-recompile-bash-to-avoid-shellshock-the-remote-exploit-cve-2014-6271-an/146851#146851
http://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/146849/how-do-i-recompile-bash-to-avoid-shellshock-the-remote-exploit-cve-2014-6271-an/146851#146851
http://apple.stackexchange.com/questions/146849/how-do-i-recompile-bash-to-avoid-shellshock-the-remote-exploit-cve-2014-6271-an/146851#146851
http://www.apple.com/privacy/
http://www.apple.com/privacy/
http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2014/09/02Apple-Media-Advisory.html
http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2014/09/02Apple-Media-Advisory.html
http://tidbits.com/article/15040
http://tidbits.com/article/15040
https://www.apple.com/privacy/government-information-requests/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/government-information-requests/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/privacy-built-in/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/privacy-built-in/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/manage-your-privacy/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/manage-your-privacy/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/manage-your-privacy/
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iOS device. However, it does take Apple out of the business of extracting data from iOS 8 devices if law enforcement goes to the company 
with a warrant and someone’s iPhone. This device encryption has already raised concerns amongst law enforcement agencies. Inaccessible on-
device encryption makes mobile technology more appealing to criminals, and the encryption could also impede time-sensitive investigations 
like abductions.

• Apple says it does not allow any government agency from any country to access its servers “and never will.” Leaving aside whether agencies like 
the NSA already have clandestine access, the claim is precarious since the company operates in many countries — including the United States 
— that can legally compel such access. Apple just opened an iCloud data center in mainland China, subcontracting through state-
controlled China Telecom. “Never” is a strong word: it will be interesting to see how Apple responds to any government demands for access to 
its servers. After all, not even Google will build data centers in China.
How Apple Compares -- Apple seeks to differentiate its products and services from companies like Google and Microsoft on one primary 

point: selling access to advertisers. Google algorithmically monitors its users’ email, Web searches, contacts, and other online activity to 
compile information for advertisers. (Yahoo and Microsoft do much the same, although Microsoft no longer scans email.) Google users can 
tailor their ad preferences for a bit of control over what ads they see, but cannot opt out of Google scanning their data, doing everything 
possible to determine their location, and compiling those profiles which Google users cannot view, correct, or delete. Many of Google’s products 
and services may be free to users, but as Tim Cook noted in his open letter, “When an online service is free, you’re not the customer. You’re the 
product.” Google’s customers are advertisers. During the first half of 2014, 90 percent of Google’s revenue came from advertising.

This isn’t to say Google wants Android or its services to be insecure. Google has always made security a high priority, and has redoubled its 
efforts in recent years following cyberattacks and mass surveillance revelations. Android has offered user-data encryption on devices as an option 
since 2011, and Google will be making device encryption a default setting in Android L, due out in a few months.

The distinction is that while Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, and others want your data to be secure, they don’t want it to be 
private. They need to know as many specific things about their users as possible to feed their business models. Conversely, Apple claims to access 
only data it needs for specific features and services, use it only with users’ consent, and (where possible) extends that stance to data that can be 
collected by third parties. If you don’t have a problem with an app (or a company) tracking your every move, that can be done on an iOS device 
as easily as an Android phone. But that’s not how Apple’s apps and services behave by default.

To be fair, since Apple designs and markets products for the masses, little that Apple might learn about individual customers could help them 
sell more products. While there’s no reason to suspect Apple’s public commitment to user privacy is insincere, the company is certainly spinning 
this basic business model fact into marketing gold.

Of Courts and Canaries -- Last year, Apple published its first transparency report on government information requests, which included a so-
called “warrant canary:” “Apple has never received an order under Section 215 of the USA Patriot Act.” The untested idea is that while Apple can 
be barred from disclosing whether it has received an order to disclose information from the mostly secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court 
(FISC), it cannot be compelled to lie about having not received such an order. If the language were to vanish from an updated version of a 
document, the reader would be free to infer Apple had received at least such one secret court order.

Some hay has been made of this warrant canary going missing in Apple’s transparency report covering the first half of 2014; in fact, Apple 
dropped it in the latter half of 2013 following changes that Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Apple, and other companies worked out with the 
U.S. government that enable aggregate reporting on both FISA requests and National Security Letters (NSLs). In its place, Apple now says 
“To date, Apple has not received any orders for bulk data.” The implication is that while Apple may well have received FISC orders to disclose 
information, any such orders have not involved the kind of massive handover or continual monitoring implied by things like the NSA’s PRISM 
program. If this language disappears in the future, readers could infer Apple has been ordered to hand over data en masse.

Does a Privacy Policy Matter? Although Apple’s revamped privacy information site is high-profile, it is basically a statement of intent rather 
than a set of legal commitments. If any part turns out to be inaccurate or untrue, the worst Apple could face is a civil suit for misrepresentation. 
(Few U.S. laws apply to privacy: the one most relevant to Apple is the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA).) Apple can change 
any of its practices at any time, with no warning, and plans to update the site once a year or when there are “significant” changes to its policies. 
There’s no word on how Apple plans to let people know about changes.

Nonetheless, if any part of this highly public privacy site and policy proves to be untrue, the damage to Apple’s brand and reputation would be 
immense — Apple is putting its neck on the line.

Another thing is clear: Apple now considers privacy consciousness a feature of its product ecosystem, just like high-quality displays, good 
cameras, speedy graphics, and elegant design. Apple doesn’t think the Googles, Facebooks, Microsofts, and Amazons of the world can compete.
•

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet 
topics. For free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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Reviews
Shooter Suite 12.5

by L. Davenport
Red Giant’s Shooter Suite is comprised of two standalone programs: BulletProof and PluralEyes and four video plugins: Denoiser II, Frames, 
Instant 4K and LUT Buddy. The Shooter Suite is designed to provide filmmakers the tools needed to easily take your footage from the shooting 
location to editing.

BulletProof
BulletProof is an essential tool for film makers out in the field. After they film a scene or two, they can use Bulletproof to offload/backup the 

footage to a laptop computer, organize the different clips, view the clips/dailies to see if the scene needs to be re-filmed, and tweak the clip’s color. 
All while they are still on the set or out in the field.

The Details
The BulletProof interface is set up in a logical order according to a typical video workflow, e.g. what you would do first, second third, etc. So 

here are the five different workspace windows and that they are for:

IMPORT: The Import window is the starting point for your video project. Along the left side of the window is a list of all your attached hard 
drives and media cards. So you can “Add” a pointer to the footage - if it is already on your hard drive or “Copy” (import) your source material/
footage from a media card. This comes in very handy if you are out in the field doing a shoot. You can import the footage from your media card 
and immediately know if you “Got the Shot” or if you need to do a re-take. No more waiting until you get back to the studio to view the 
footage.  

Importing your footage is very simple: After selecting your hard drive or media card, thumbnails of your clips will appear in the Thumbnail 
Panel. You can select one or all of your clips to import. You can also specify whether it is to make one or multiple backup copies of your footage 
when you import. So you can select the hard drive of each copy. This way you can make one copy for the producer, a second one for the director, 

The BulletProof Import window lists all of your connected hard drives and any media cards that are inserted, e.g. the “No  Name” listing 
is an SSD card. You can “Add” (a link or pointer to your footage) or “Copy” one  or multiple copies of your footage to your computer.
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a third for safety purposes (in 
case one or more of the 
copies/hard drives get 
corrupted at a later date), etc.

Before importing your 
footage, you can apply 
import Presets to your 
footage. There are three Preset 
categories: Color, Metadata 
and Keywords. This can 
greatly speed up your 
workflow. For example, you 
can set up all of the metadata, 
keywords, etc. for your first 
clip and then save it as a 
preset. So from then on you 
can quickly apply this saved 
metadata info (Preset) to all of the following clips by selecting the preset from a drop-down-
menu.

Activity Status: Once you click the Start Import button, an Activity Panel pops up in the lower 
lefthand corner of the BulletProof window. This lists the Import and backup progress including 
the current number of clips that have been imported, the number remaining to import, and the 
number of errors. 

What I like about this import panel is that you can click the “X” button to stop part or all of 
the import process. This came in handy when I started my first import test from a card reader in 
my Lexmark printer. I chose to import two copies to two different locations. Well it turns out the 
reader in my printer is VERY SLOW so I was twiddling my thumbs waiting for it to finish. 
When I could wait no longer, I clicked on the “X” to stop the second backup and thus sped up 
the import/testing process of the first copy.  After that, I decided that I would have to test it with a 
faster dedicated card reader.

A nice added feature is that BulletProof uses a byte verification of CRC-32 (Cycle Redundancy 
check) that verifies that the copied media matches the original source.

ORGANIZE: The Organize View gives you a detailed way of viewing and sorting your media. When 
you import (or add) your video clips, they are placed in a “Catalog” which sits off to the left of the 
BulletProof window. 

Before importing, you can create one or multiple folders for your clips to be imported into. Or as an 
after-thought, you can create new folders and then drag-and-drop your (already imported) clips into 
the new folders. Being able to create multiple folders is very helpful for organizing purposes. For 
example, say you are filming a wedding. You may want one folder for the the pre-wedding dinner, a 
second for the actual wedding and a third for the wedding reception. This way everything is kept 
separate and organized. 

You can also create a Playlist for additional sorting of your footage. 
For example, you may have a Playlist for “Color Correction needed”. 
Just like with iTunes music playlists, you can drag-and-drop your clips 
on top of the playlist name. It’s that simple.

The imported clips are represented by a square box with a thumbnail 
(of the first frame of your clip) sitting at the box’s center. This box also 
shows the clips' name, resolution, and duration (in a timecode of 
HH:MM:SS). This works fine for identifying which clip is which, but I 
would have liked if the thumbnail was scrubbable. This would be very 
helpful in identifying different clips that may have similar names or 

The “Catalog Panel”  is where you 
organize your clips into folds and playlists.

In addition to adding a “√” for Keep or an “X” for Reject to 
your imported clips, you can also add a Star Rating, Color Label, 

or a Circle Take emblem.

The Activity Status shows the import and backup progress 
including the current number of clips that have been 

imported, the number remaining to import, and the number 
of errors.
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similar first frames (though you can change the thumbnail image - more about that later). This 
isn’t a deal-breaker for me, just a wish-list item. Other importable media are Audio clips, 
Spanned Clips, Still images, and Sidecar files.

Once your clips are imported, you can mark them with a “√” for Keep or an “X” for Reject. 
You can also add a Star Rating, Color Label, or a Circle Take emblem. You can use the Star 
Rating, Color Status, etc. to group your clips together; group all of the 4 star clips together; group 
all of the Color labels together, etc.

If you have a long shoot with many clips, it can get hard to find your desired clip by just 
scrolling through the clips. You can quicken your search by using the Search Panel. As with the 
Mac’s Finder’s search option, you can keep adding 
search criteria to refine your search. So you can search 
using the clip’s name, metadata, keyword or Color 
Label.

REVIEW: The Review View has a viewer that lets 
you watch or scrub through your clips. Filmmakers 
can use this to see if they “Got the shot” or if they 
need to do a re-take. The Playback controls also let 
you set markers and change the In/Out points for the clip. It shows the Media Duration (the full length of the clip), Video Duration (the length 
of the clip between the In and Out points), and the current frame that the playhead is sitting on. It also has a Poster Frame button that lets you 
pick the image that is to be shown in the thumbnail preview.

REFINE: The Refine view has color correction tools which are nondestructive - none of  BulletProof’s changes 
are permanent. So you can experiment with different color tones, etc. The color adjustment that you have 
experimented with can be ignored or applied to your clips when they are exported. 

The Color Settings Panel contains four color correction tools gleaned from other Red Giant Program suites: 
Colorista 3-Way, Auto Balance, Curves, and LUT controls. FYI: According the the Shooter Suite manual: 
“The color corrections ... are built around the assumption that the material is captured in Log or Video 
gamma. Therefore, you want to apply these corrections to footage that has no gamma correction before 
applying a LUT that will likely shift the gamma.”

When you import your film clips, their Metadata that contains the camera settings, video codec, aspect 
ration and aperture value is 
also imported. But the 
Metadata information doesn’t 
stop there. BulletProof lets you 
add your own metadata - like 
keywords, markers, color 
adjustments ,and slate 
information. Metadata can be 
applied to one or multiple 
clips. 

The metadata that you 
create within BulletProof is 
non-destructive and will not 
over-write any data. But if you 
want, you can have the 
metadata that you added 
applied to your footage during 
export.

EXPORT: Once you are back 
at the studio or wherever you 
process your video footage, 

You can use the Search Panel to search for a specific clip. In addition to searching 
by name, you can also search for a keyword, metadata, or color label.

The Review View (shown on the left) has a viewer that lets you watch or scrub through your clips, set 
markers, and change the In/Out points for the clip. The Color Settings Panel (on the right) gives you four 

color correction tools.
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you can export your footage for fast delivery of masters, dailies, and proxies without the usual tedium of trascoding.
There is a preset to export directly to Red Giant’s PluralEyes - which is an audio program that I will be reviewing next. There is also an option 

to export as a Final Cut Pro X compatible file. Both exports worked perfectly for me. The export to PluralEyes immediately opened PluralEyes 
and placed my clips inside. I had to double-click on the .fcpxml file to bring the clip directly into Final Cut Pro X. Of course I didn’t have to do 
that, I could have just imported the exported QuickTime movie in the traditional way.

Import/Export
Import Formats: MOV, H.264, Apple ProRes, MP4, AVCHD, Canon MXF
Export Formats: H.264 MPEG-4 AVC, PhotoJPEG (Mac), ProRes (Mac)*, MotionJPEG (Win), AVC-Intra (Win), Pass-through

*NOTE: ProRes export requires that Final Cut Pro is installed on your computer.
Embedded Metadata: Your video editor will be able to read this metadata if it supports any of the following metadata formats: XMP, FCP 7 
XML, FCP X XM

The Skinny
Evaluation: BulletProof is a good way to backup and organize your video footage. If you have a simple point-and-shoot digital video camera that 

you use at family gatherings and other simple gatherings - this probably isn‘t for you. But if you are a serious filmmaker, whether for 
commercial or personal projects like wedding shoots, etc. then this is defiantly for you.

Requires: Mac OS 10.8 & 10.9, 512 VRAM is required for high definition resolutions -1 GB of VRAM is even better for the 
smoothest playback and export speeds.

Single application price: $199

PluralEyes
PuralEyes automates audio and video synchronization giving filmmakers a faster setup with less gear. 

Have you ever watched a movie or TV show where the the lip movements don’t sync with the audio? Irritating isn’t it? It ruins the show. 
Usually lip-syncing problems are because of a problem with the TV broadcast studio since professional filmmakers spend days on end manually 
syncing the audio to the video. It is a tedious job, but must be done so the video doesn't seem “off”. But now, the lip-syncing process can be 
reduced from days to minutes by using Red Giant’s PluralEyes.

Typical lip-syncing scenario
It is very rare that professional filmmakers would use only one camera for their shoot. Usually multiple cameras are used so that what is being 

filmed can be shot from various angles to make the viewing of the film more interesting, e.g. an over-all shot, a closeup shot of the persons 
speaking, another of whatever they are doing with their hands, etc. On top of this, there is usually a secondary audio feed for a higher quality 
audio capture than can be recorded by the movie cameras.

When the scene has been filmed and it is brought back to the studio, video technicians must sync up all of these video and audio clips so that 
the audio and video match perfectly. Imagine how time-consuming this would be  - and we’re only talking about a few cameras and audio feeds.

The Red Giant Web site gives an example of a music video that had 91 clips covering over 2.5 hours of material. They said to sync this by 
hand would take around two days, whereas it would take less than nine minutes using PluralEyes. For a professional shoot, as the saying goes, 
“Time is money”. So using PluralEyes to do your syncing would save a lot of money in postproduction.

The BulletProof exported video files import perfectly in Final Cut Pro X and PluralEyes.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz-Qe_RLlyI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz-Qe_RLlyI
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The Interface
The PluralEyes main window is divided into three parts: the top left is the Media Pane, the top right is the Viewer, and across the bottom is the 

Timeline.
Media Pane’s Bins: When you import your clips, they are placed in “Bins” inside the Media Pane. There are two different types of bins: 

Camera and Audio recorder. There has to be a separate bin for each camera and each audio recorder that was used during filming. When you 
click on the bin’s (camera) name, all of the included clips will appear in the “Clip List”.

Projects: An alternate way to import your media is by importing “Projects” created in video editors such as Final Cut 7 & X, Adobe Premier 
Pro, Media Composer, and Vegas Pro. Once the clips have been brought into PluralEyes and synced, you can export the synced timeline and re-
import it into your video editor. PluralEyes preserves the metadata from your video editor’s project when it imports and when it exports the 
project after syncing.

Timeline: All of the imported clips will also appear in the Timeline and be arranged into rows called “Tracks”. Unlike with video editor 
programs that show both the video and the audio in the 
timeline, PluralEyes just shows the audio waveform in the 
tracks.

Viewer: When you click on a clip, it will appear in the 
“Viewer” in either 1-Up or 2-Up mode. The one-Up 
mode plays a single clip, whereas the 2-Up mode plays 
two clips simultaneously so you can compare them. The 
Viewer also lets you compare two waveforms so you can 
visually see that they have been synced.

Syncing
When you have all of your clips imported, it is 

time to sync. This is accomplished by clicking the 
“Synchronize” button at the top of the PluralEyes 
window. Instantly you will see the audio tracks 

In this example, I brought video from two cameras plus one audio recording into PluralEyes. The Viewer is 
showing the 2-Up view so I can see both video clips at the same time. You can also see (to the right of each clip) 
their audio waveforms. The audio tracks in the Timeline are green, signifying that they have been successfully 

synced with each other. 

The “Consolidate Takes” menu option tells PluralEyes to condense the 
amount of  Take tracks throughout your sequence. 

BEFORE

AFTER
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slide back and forth aligning themselves with the other tracks.
You will be given a visual clue as to whether your tracks are synced, e.g. 

the synced tracks will change to green. The un-synced tracks will change to 
red. An un-synced clip is a clip for which a matching clip could 
exist, but for which no match has been found.

PluralEyes has a few extra processing algorithms that you can 
use to help improve the sync results. These are:

• Level Audio: This is useful if the audio volume varies a lot 
between your clips.
• Correct Audio Drift: Long audio clips can have timing 
inaccuracies that will cause the syncing with the video cameras 
to drift apart over time. This option will detect and fix this 
problem.
• Try Really Hard: This option tells PluralEyes to do extra 
processing during synchronization. 
All three options do add extra processing time, but will improve 

the sync results for some of your projects.
“Do it For Me” Workflow: If you have video and audio clips that you don’t know when they were recorded or on which device, such as 

receiving several media cards from someone else, you can use PlualEyes’ “Do it for me” option. It has an “Add Takes” button and a  “Consolidate 
Takes” menu item. The Add Takes button will send the clip(s) into its own bin and timeline track. PluralEyes will then sync the Take (clip) just 
like other camera and audio tracks. The Consolidate tracks tells PluralEyes to condense the amount of Take tracks throughout your sequence. It 
does this by scanning through the synced media and locating the clips that don’t overlap. It then condenses the takes into as few tracks as possible 
- creating new tracks only if the media overlaps.

Who would need PluralEyes?
Here is a section taken out of the PluralEyes manual which lists the type of productions for which PluralEyes can help:

• “An event, such as a wedding, conference, or news story, in which you shoot the event from multiple angles.
• A scripted movie, in which you shoot scenes 

from multiple angles.
• A production in which you require higher-

quality audio than your camera(s) can capture. 
For example, if you are using a DSLR camera, in 
which audio recording capabilities are often 
inadequate, you can use a portable audio recorder 
to simultaneously record sound. (This is known 
as double-system recording or dual-system 
audio.)

• An event in which you find it more convenient 
to set up a portable audio recorder than to use a 
long cable between a microphone and a camera.

• A stage performance or music video shoot in 
which pre-recorded music is played. You can use 
PluralEyes to synchronize the camera and audio 
footage from the performance with the pre-
recorded music files.”

Supported media
• Video: MOV, MP4, MPEG, MPG, M2T, 

M2TS, MTS, MXF*, AVI*.
• Video Codecs: H.264, ProRes, DV,HDV, AVCHD, DVCPRO HD* Motion JPEG, (MJPEG)*, AIC
• Audio: AIFF, MP3, WAV, M4A.
*Video preview will be unavailable.

When I was ready to export the timeline (in one of my tests), I exported 
it in the Final Cut Pro X  format. It was immediately brought into Final 
Cut Pro X for me. Notice the tracks are still synced - just like shown in 

the first screenshot (at the beginning of the PluralEyes review).

Long audio clips can have timing inaccuracies that will 
cause the syncing with the video cameras to drift apart 

over time. The “Correct Audio Drift” option will detect 
and fix this problem.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-system_recording
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-system_recording
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Exporting
When all of your audio is synced, you can export it in various formats:

• You can export in a format that is compatible with many video editing programs, such as  in the file formats: XML and AAF. 
Here is a list of video editors that are supported with the Export Timeline options: Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5, CS6, CC, CC 2014, Apple's 
Final Cut Pro 7, & X, Avid Media Composer 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 8.0. BTW: It’s also compatible with the (Windows) Sony Vegas Pro software.

• If you are using a video editor that is not on this list, you can save your synced audio and video files as “Media Files”. These media files can be 
used in any video editing application.
The amount of time it would take to export varies from one second to several hours, depending on the size of your project and the output 

format that you choose. On the plus side, PluralEyes works in the background so you can either work on another PluralEyes project on use a 
different application while it is processing.

The Skinny
Evaluation: PluralEyes is very simple to use. I really enjoyed watching all of the audio tracks shuffle around as they were syncing with each other. 
Afterward, I had no problems exporting my clips directly into my Final Cut Pro X. 

I think if you have two or more video clips from various cameras (for your projects), you would be doing yourself a favor in getting this 
program. The time saving alone wold make this invaluable.
Single application price: $199

Instant 4K
Instant 4K is a plug-in for After Effects and Premier Pro. It upgrades (scales) your lower-resolution video into a variety of HD and 4K video 
formats. It has algorithms that generate new pixels to match the dimensions of the new resolution, plus sharpening and anti-aliasing to preserve 
the image details.

Instant 4K comes with five basic controls: Output Size, Filter Type, 
Sharpness, Quality settings, and Antialiasing.

Output size: Instant 4K comes with a variety of size presets that you 
can choose from. The menu has also been broken into different 
sections to make it easier to choose the right output resolution. 
All other details, including the source size, format, and aspect 
ratio, are automatically set for you so they require no input from 
the user.

Custom Size: If one of the pre-defined size settings doesn't 
suit your needs, you can opt to create your own output size. 
There is a “Constrain Proportions” check box which will change 
the width and height proportionally. This way you won’t get a distorted picture/video.

Filter Type: There are four different scaling modes:
• Draft: this is a low-quality scale and is useful for previewing the size of the output.
• Quick mode: This is closer to the final result but still renders fairly quickly.
• Better: This mode is adequate for most videos since it provides im-proved edge and image contrast.
• Best: This mode provides the finest results. But according to the manual, the Better mode may be more compatible with 

your processor type.
Sharpness: Typically, 

one of the problems with 
scaling up a video (or 
photo) is that it could get 
fuzzy. The Sharpness 
controls let you sharpen 
the output to combat this 
problem.

Quality: This lets you 
adjust the sampling that is 
used in the Filter Type so 
you can get a good balance

The image on the left shows an imported, low resolution video. The image on the right shows it after being  
scaled to a HD resolution video.
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 between edge smoothness and detail sharpness. 

Antialiasing: This control lets you add smoothing to the edges of images.

The Skinny
Evaluation: It does a good job of scaling video.

 
Single plug-in price: $99

Denoiser II
Frequently when you film at low-light locations your footage will wind up with a lot of noise/graininess. Denoiser II will remove this unwanted 
noise grain and artifacts from your video clip while leaving the details intact, plus it works with both progressive and interlaced footage.

Denoiser II will automatically select a sample frame from the frame that your Time Marker is 
sitting on. It then combines the information from several frames surrounding that 
frame to separate the noise from the image.

Usually just applying Denoiser II will be sufficient. But in those instances when it 
isn’t, it has controls that you can use to tweak it further:

Noise Reduction: This lets you choose how much noise that you do or don’t want 
to see in the footage - keeping in mind that you don’t want to reduce the noise so 
much that you lose the image detail.

Motion Estimation: This is designed to be used when you have a lot of movement 
in the scene. It tells Denoiser to compare where the pixels have moved between 
frames to decide what is actual noise and what is natural motion in the scene.

Separate Fields: This makes Denoiser II process the even/odd fields of your 
footage separately so there is no need to modify your comps or sequences to 
accommodate both interlace and progressive footage.

Enhancement: This will sharpen the fine details in your footage.
Separate Video and Film modes: The Denoiser Plug-in has two modes that let you 

characterize the noise to achieve the most accurate results:
• The Video mode adjusts the Luma and Chroma channels for better smoothing in black-
and-white or full color. 
• The Film mode has adjustments for Red, Green and Blue channels that are ideal for footage 
shot on film.

The Skinny
Evaluation: There is definitely a difference between the original grainy footage versus the footage that has been processed with Denoiser II. I 
would show examples, but the screenshots would have to be too big (for inclusion in this review) for you to see the differences. So I suggest you 
go to the Red Giant Web sight and watch a shot demo of the plug-in.

Single plug-in price: $99

Frames
Frames is a fast-rendering plug-in that works inside Adobe After Effects, Premiere Pro, Final Cut Pro 7 and 
Motion. It converts interlaced-source media to progressive frames. It also offers 24p conversion that creates 
progressive frames from an interlaced source and converts the frame rate to match the film frame 
rate of 23.976 frames per second. There are two deinterlacing modes: Field-
blend and motion-adaptive. The deinterlacing mode works for both 
NTSC and PAL sources plus for HD sources like 1080i. 

Frames comes with additional controls to crop your footage to different 
letterboxing modes like: Widescreen, Theatrical, Anamorphic, or Super 16. 
Since cropping cuts off the top and bottom of your footage, you can 
reposition a frame up or down with the Shift slider to re-center the focal 
point of the scene.

There is a built-in Field Smoothing control which does a vertical smooth 

Denoiser II will automatically select a 
sample frame from the frame that your 

Time Marker is sitting on.

This is the Frames plug-in in 
Final Cut Pro 7.

This is a list of the available 
letterboxing presets.

http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/denoiser-II/features/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/denoiser-II/features/%23tabs
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of up one scan line or pixel row to help 
reduce field flicker or remove any leftover 
combing artifacts (the alternating 
horizontal lines that shows field-base 
motion) that Frames might have missed.

Additional Plug-ins:
• Deartifactor: This is a stand alone 

plug-in that offers chroma smoothing 
options.

• Opticals: This allows you to generate 
film-like fades to black, burns to white, 
and cross-dissolves.

• Letterboxer: This lets you to quickly crop your output to standard film and television aspect ratios regardless of the pixel and aspect ration of 
your composition.

• Broadcast Spec: This is for projects that must meet NTSC broadcast specifications. It has settings for DV output as well as 
uncompressed standard-definition output devices such as Aja Kona, or Black Magic Decklink add-in cards. Since many HD 
projects will be broadcast over Standard Definition airwaves, Magic Bullet users can also make good use of Broadcast Spec.

                                                                                           The Skinny
Evaluation: One of the things that really irritates me is getting the alternating horizontal lines “combing effect” on some of my video footage. So 
I was very interested to see how effective this plug-in would be. I must admit that the first time I dropped the Frames plug-in on my footage, I 
went: “Ooooooh nice”.  The alternating lines were GONE!!! And that was without having to tweak any of the settings! I was very pleased.

Single plug-in price: $99
LUT Buddy

LUT Buddy works inside Adobe After Effects, Premiere Pro, Final Cut Pro 7 and Motion. What is a LUT (Look Up Table)? The short 
answer: you can make color corrections to your footage in one video editor and then save these color corrections as a LUT that can be imported 
and applied in another video editor. The long answer: It captures color correction operations by measuring the changes in a set of known pixel 
values. LUT Buddy draws a complete set of color tables on an image before any color operations are executed. You do your color correction on 
the image with the tables. Then LUT Buddy reads the changes to the color tables and extracts the difference as a Look Up Table or LUT.  The 
color correction LUTs - that you create can be exported and brought into other video editors or higher end systems ranging from 
DaVinci Resolve to Panasonic displays.

The Skinny
Evaluation: This is a quick way to replicate color corrections between different video clips or different video editors. 

Single plug-in price:  Free

Over-all Shooter Suite Skinny
Evaluation: I was very impressed with all of the different parts of this suite. I think any filmmaker would find these an invaluable addition to his/
her video editing tools. I have to give kudos to the Red Giant Tech Support. They have been very helpful in overcoming various problems I had 
in using the suite. They even emailed me back several times asking if everything was fixed. Now that’s good tech support!

Requires: The System and host applications that these programs and filters are compatible with are similar, but not exactly the same. So rather 
listing each set of program or plug-in requirements, please click on the following names to go to the Red Giant web site to see the requirements: 
BulletProof , PuralEyes, Denoiser II, Frames, Instant 4K, LUT Buddy.

Company: Red Giant LLC

Shooter Suite Price: $399 -- If you bought each part of this suite individually, it would cost: $695 so buying the suite is more cost effective.

The image on the left is from the original unprocessed footage. The Image on the right has had 
Frames’ Motion processing added. Notice how smooth it appears compared to the original.

http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/bulletproofb/compatibility/
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/bulletproofb/compatibility/
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/pluraleyes/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/pluraleyes/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/denoiser-II/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/denoiser-II/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/frames/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/frames/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/instant-4k/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/instant-4k/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/lut-buddy/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/lut-buddy/compatibility/%23tabs
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/shooter-suite/
http://www.redgiant.com/products/all/shooter-suite/
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 Ripple Tools
by L. Davenport

Ripple Tools is a set of twelve easy to use title effects for Final Cut Pro X. Now don't let the words “Title Effects” make you 
think all of these effects have to do with manipulating words on your clip. They do more than that:

RT 8 & 16 Point Mattes: The 8 and the 16 Point Mattes effects are identical, except 
one has more points that can be adjusted. These Mattes can be used to surround an 
object and then mask out the background. The Mattes’ preferences has a “Drop 
Zone” so you can replace the background with another image, e.g. make it look like 
you were filmed in a different location (than you actually were). BTW: The Matte 
points cannot be animated, so this is best used on a still frame.

RT 3D Text: The 3D Text effect lets you add Extruded Text to your 
clip. You can change the Extrude Styles of the face of the text or of 
the trailing extrude from a solid color to a gradient set of colors. You 
an also change the Distance and Back Size of the extrude so the 
extrude can reduce to a point or flare outward in all directions. So 
there are enough parameters that you can change so you can get the 
exact look that you want.

RT Black & White: This effect lets you change your color clip to 
black & white in varying ways. You can convert completely to black 
and white or use a slider to decide the amount of color that remains. 
Once you turn you clip to black and white, you can use the Red, 
Green, and Blue Channel sliders to further change the black and 
white look. You can increase the contrast to “Crush Blacks” or “Blow 
out your whites”. You can even use a second set of Red, Green, Blue 
sliders to tint your clip.

RT Blend: This effect gives you Blend Modes to make your clip: lighter, darker, or give it higher 
contrast. Plus there are Alpha and Luma Stencils & silhouettes. There is an “Add Mask” option 
that lets you apply the blend effect to only a portion of your clip. You can also animate that area 
using keyframes.

RT Color Balance: This is a color correction effect. Using a color picker you can set the hue, 
saturation, and luma for the shadows, midtones, and highlights of your clip. This effect also has a 
Mask function so you can limit the area that the color correction 
takes place in. You can also animate the changes using keyframing.

RT Guides: This effect places horizontal and vertical guide lines in 
the Final Cut Pro X Viewer. These can be used to properly align 
elements in your clip, e.g. headings and multiple images and/or 
video clips. The color of the guide lines can be changed to be more 
visible against the underlying background. Each guide line has a 
round controller that you can grab and move to quickly reposition 
the guide over the clip. If you have a lot of objects to align, you 
can place additional guidelines on your clip. You can even turn on 
the horizontal and vertical rulers for a more precise placement of 
the guide lines.

The Guides effect places horizontal and vertical rulers and 
horizontal and vertical guide lines in the Viewer.

The 3D Text effect lets you add 
Extruded Text to your clip.

The Split Screen effect lets you split the screen in to 
two or more sections.

The Simple 3D effect scales 
the clip down and rotates it 

on both the X and Y axes.
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RT Outline Fill: You can use this effect to create a white or colored line around 
any object that is on a transparent background - whether it is a still or a moving 
image. You can give the outline a Neon Glow, plus you can choose to fill the 
object with a solid color.

RT Simple 3D: The RT Simple 3D effect scales the clip down and rotates it on both the X 
and Y axes. There is an on-screen control that is placed at the center of the Viewer. This is the 
anchor point that the clip will scale and rotate around. You can reposition this anchor point 
to the edge of the clip to make it rotate around the edge of your clip. If you don’t want to use 
the on-screen controls, you can scale and rotate your clip using X & Y parameters in the 
Inspector.

When you use this effect, the background defaults to Final Cut Pro’s solid black. But if you 
want, you can drop an image or clip in Simple 3D’s “Drop Zone” well. This effect also gives 
you the ability to add a (user adjustable) drop shadow.

RT Split Screen: This effect lets you split the screen in two so you can view two 
clips at once. But if you want, you can add additional Split Screen effects so that 
you can split it in to three or more sections.

RT Vintage: You can use this effect to make you video clip look like it was taken a long time 
ago. By default, the RT Vintage effect applies a sepia tint along with a vignette to your clip. 
But you aren't limited to the sepia color or vignette density. You can change the tint to any color and 
darken, lighten, or remove the vignette. You can also specify the amount of tint is to be applied.

RT Adjust Layer: You can use the Adjustment Layer effect to color correct all of the 
underlying clips in a stack (rather than on just one clip). If you expand the effect to cover 
multiple clips that are sitting side-by-side, any change you make to the first clip will also 
be reflected in the other clips. There is no need to copy/paste attributes between 
connected clips.

Color correcting adjustments is not the only thing you can use the RT Adjust Layer for. You can 
also apply an effect to the Adjustment layer (like adding an “Aged paper” overlay) or add 
transformations (like rotating the clip).

Most of the plug-ins are easy to figure out how to use, but if you have problems, each plug-in has 
a “QuickTips” button that shows basic instructions for that plug-in. For additional instructions 
there are two buttons that appear in the Viewer screen. The first button brings up a YouTube video 
tutorial and the second is a Help button that takes you to written instructions located on the Ripple Training web site.

                                                                        The Skinny
Evaluation: This plug-in contains a lot of useful tools/effects. I like that these effects are non-destructive to your clip. Simply 
delete the effect and your clip is back to normal. My favorite effect is the RT Guides. Usually you have to “eyeball” the 
alignment of the items in the Viewer or go to the Inspector and use X & Y parameter controls to precisely align your items. 
But now you can get precise alignment using the RT Guides.

Requires: Final Cut Pro X and the free FxFactory program.

Company: Ripple Training, Inc., Distributed by Noise Industries

Price: $39

Available trial copy

The Vintage effect defaults to applying a sepia 
tint along with a vignette. The color of the tint 

and the density of both the tint and the 
vignette can be changed to get your desired 

effect.

The Outline Fill will place a white, 
colored, or Neon Glowing outline 

around any still or moving object that 
has a transparent background.

http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://www.rippletraining.com/categories/plugins-and-templates/tools/tools-for-final-cut-pro-x.html
http://www.rippletraining.com/categories/plugins-and-templates/tools/tools-for-final-cut-pro-x.html
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/info/rippletools/
http://fxfactory.com/info/rippletools/
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Michael’s Mac Tips
Disk Utility:  Apple’s Answer to Problems

Disk Utility is an Apple Mac OS X operating system utility for performing disk and disk volume-related tasks. The 
reason why Nortons Utilities For Macintosh (NUM), and programs like Disk Warrior, TechTool Pro,

Drive Toolbox, and Drive Genius enjoyed huge success with many Mac users over the years is because the native Apple 
disk utilities that shipped with the Mac operating systems have been fairly limited in features.

The functions supported by Disk Utility include:
 Creation, conversion, backup, compression and encryption of logical volume images from a wide range of formats 
read by Disk Utility to .dmg or, for CD/DVD images, .cdr
 Mounting, unmounting and ejecting disk volumes (including both hard disks, removable media and disk volume images)
 Enabling or disabling journaling
 Verifying a disk's integrity, and repairing it if 
the disk is damaged (this will work for both 
Mac compatible format partitions, and FAT32 
partitions with Microsoft Windows installed)
 Erasing, formatting, partitioning[3] and 
cloning disks
 Secure deletion of free space or disk using a 
"zero out" data, a 7-
pass DOD 5220-22 M standard, or a 35-pass 
Gutmann algorithm
 Adding or changing partition table between 
Apple Partition Table,
GUID Partition Table and master boot record 
(MBR)
 Creating, destroying, merging[4] and 
repairing RAID sets
 Restoring volumes from Apple Software 
Restore (ASR) images 
 Burning disk images to CDs or DVDs in 
HFS+ format[5]
 Erasing CD-RWs and DVD-RWs
 Checking the S.M.A.R.T. status of a hard 
disk

Disk Utility functions may also be accessed from the Mac OS X command line with the diskutil and hdiutil commands.
Disk Utility was updated with Mac OS X v10.3. Prior to v10.3, the functionality of Disk Utility was spread across two applications: Disk 

Copy and Disk Utility. Disk Copy was used for creating and mounting disk image files, and Disk Utility was used for formatting, partitioning, 
verifying and repairing file structures. The ability to "zero" all data on a disk was not added until Mac OS X 10.2.3

Further changes introduced in 10.4.3 allowed Disk Utility to be used to verify the file structure of the current boot drive. However, as Apple 
notes in their public knowledge base, doing so can sometimes yield false error messages.

Mac OS X v10.5 Leopard added the ability to create, resize, and delete disk partitions without erasing them, a feature known as live 
partitioning.

In versions of the Mac OS prior to Mac OS X, similar functionality to the verification features of Disk Utility could be found in the Disk First 
Aid application. Another application called Drive Setup was used for drive formatting and partitioning, and the application Disk Copy was used 
for working with disk images.
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Secure Your Data: Sparse Disk Images

This tutorial will show you how to create, mount and use an encrypted sparse disk image in OS X. This is useful if you have some sensitive 
data that you do not want to risk having compromised in any way. It is very important that you know there is no magic tool to recover data once 
it is encrypted, you absolutely must remember the password. It is also important to know that this "sparse image" is just like any other file on 
your desktop, for example if you are running Time Machine it will be backed up by Time Machine which may eat into your storage pretty 
quickly.
The reason for this is if anything is done to modify a file inside the entire image will be backed up as Time Machine can not look in- side.

Creating the Sparse Image
 1. The first thing you will want to do is to open up Disk Util- ity.app which is in Applications -> Utilities.
 2. Once Disk Utility is open you will want to click the "New Image" (make sure you don't have any of the disks selected be- fore clicking the 
button) button in the middle of the top tool bar. This will pull down a menu where you have several options, you can name the image whatever 
you would like and choose where you would like to save it to.
 3. Next you want to choose a size appropriate to the amount of data you will be storing, if none of the preset sizes fit your needs you can 
choose "Custom" and specify any amount. It is important to know that once the size is set it can not be expanded upon later.
 4. You should now choose the type of encryption, the recommended 128-bit AES encryption should be fine.
 5. You can leave Format and Partitions at their defaults, but change "Image Format" at the bottom to "sparse disk image" and click Create.
 6. You will now be prompted to type in a password, it is important to remember that this password will be the ONLY way to access the data 
once it is inside the sparse image. There is no magic tool to retrieve encrypted data, only the password. After you type the password into both the 
Password and Verify text boxes make sure to uncheck "Remember password in my key- chain", otherwise anyone logged into your account will 
still be able to access the data.

Accessing the Sparse Image
 1. Now that you've created the sparse image you can navigate to the location where you told the creation wizard to create the image, once 
you are there double click on the .sparseimage file.
 2. It should now pop up asking you for a password, this will be the password you typed in during the creation of the sparse image.

You should now see your sparse image mounted and should be able to access it as you would any other disk image in the sidebar of the finder 
or on your desktop. You and anyone else who may have access to your account will be able to view/change the data as long as 
it is mounted. To make the data inaccessible without the password again just click the eject symbol next to the sparse image in 
the finder sidebar, or right click it's icon on the desktop and choose eject from the menu.

Written by Michael Shaw
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Apple Updates Bash for the Shellshock Vulnerability -- Apple has released patches for the Shellshock Bash vulnerability, and although they’re 
not yet available in Software Update, you can download and install them manually for Lion, Mountain Lion, and Mavericks. In our testing, the 
patch seems to work.

How to Test Bash for Shellshock Vulnerabilities -- If you’ve been looking for a comprehensive set of tests to determine whether a given 
installation of Bash — on OS X or another Unix-based system — is vulnerable to Shellshock, here are the tests we’ve settled on.

Why Security Vulnerabilities Aren’t Going Away  -- Old security vulnerabilities never seem to go away. Our own Glenn 
Fleishman, writing for Boing Boing, explores the reasons why, which boil down to companies not deactivating old software 
and there being no money in maintaining it.

Macs Mostly Safe from Bash Vulnerability, but Be Ready to Patch -- Although all Macs are vulnerable to the recently disclosed Bash shell 
vulnerability, it’s highly unlikely that they’ll be exploited. Security Editor Rich Mogull tells you why.

Apple Releases iOS 8.0.2, Gets It Right This Time -- The second try is the charm as Apple releases an iOS 8.0.2 update that offers the fixes in 
iOS 8.0.1 without disabling cellular service or Touch ID.

Macs Mostly Safe from Bash Vulnerability, but Be Ready to Patch -- Although all Macs are vulnerable to the recently disclosed Bash shell 
vulnerability, it’s highly unlikely that they’ll be exploited. Security Editor Rich Mogull tells you why.

Why Apple Kept the 16 GB iPhone in Favor of 32 GB - - Wondering why configurations for the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus start at a 
pathetic 16 GB instead of jumping to the more logical 32 GB? The answer is most certainly profit for Apple, and that higher profit comes from 
a bit of clever psychological marketing.

Turn Off Automatic iOS App Updates -- With vast numbers of apps being updated for iOS 8 in the next few weeks, it’s safer to turn off 
automatic updates so you control which apps are updated and when. If it ain’t broke… don’t let it update so it doesn’t possibly break.

iOS 8 Users: Do Not Upgrade to iCloud Drive -- Since upgrading an iOS 8 device to iCloud Drive prevents Macs running Mavericks from 
accessing documents and data stored in iCloud, refrain from enabling iCloud Drive until Yosemite ships.

Apple TV Updated to 7.0, Includes Beats Music -- The third-generation Apple TV has been updated with a sleek new look and the 
introduction of Apple’s recently acquired Beats Music service.

Your Own Personal Apple Support Site -- Kirk McElhearn has written an article for Macworld about Apple’s personalized support Web pages, 
which keep a record of every Apple product you own, as well as warranty coverage, support cases, and repairs. It’s also handy to know how to 
access these pages in case your gear is stolen, as they store your devices’ serial numbers.

Why Apple Rejected Your App -- Apple has released a list of the most common reasons apps are rejected from the App Store. Typical culprits 
include: broken links, crashes, placeholder content, misleading or inaccurate descriptions, and substandard user interfaces.

Google’s Secret Delivery Drones -- Google has revealed its previously secret drone delivery program to Alexis Madrigal of The Atlantic. The 
program, dubbed Project Wing, has been in development for two years by the company’s Google X research lab. Google is “cautiously 
optimistic” that it will be able to work something out with regulators, who have so far shot down the idea of delivery drones, likely to preempt 
citizens from shooting down the actual drones. Regardless, Madrigal’s story is a fascinating look into the technical issues faced by Google and 
delivery drone programs from Amazon and others.

Tidbits

http://tidbits.com/article/15115
http://tidbits.com/article/15115
http://tidbits.com/article/15116
http://tidbits.com/article/15116
http://boingboing.net/2014/09/25/security-cruft-means-every-exp.html
http://boingboing.net/2014/09/25/security-cruft-means-every-exp.html
http://tidbits.com/article/15105
http://tidbits.com/article/15105
http://tidbits.com/article/15102
http://tidbits.com/article/15102
http://tidbits.com/article/15105
http://tidbits.com/article/15105
http://tidbits.com/article/15095
http://tidbits.com/article/15095
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http://tidbits.com/article/15076
http://tidbits.com/article/15076
http://tidbits.com/article/15080
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http://www.macworld.com/article/2599296/the-apple-customer-support-site-thats-built-just-for-you.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2599296/the-apple-customer-support-site-thats-built-just-for-you.html
https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/rejections/
https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/rejections/
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/08/inside-googles-secret-drone-delivery-program/379306/?single_page=true
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/08/inside-googles-secret-drone-delivery-program/379306/?single_page=true
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the FIRST Tuesday of 
each month at Penrose Library’s Carnegie Reading Room - located  
at 20 N. Cascade Ave. (It is by the RED BALLOON on the map). 
The  Penrose Library has two parking lots - one to the south of the 
building and another to the west of the building (there is an elevator 
that will take you to and from the west lot). 

Directions:
From the front door (on Cascade) - walk all the way to the 
back aisle, turn right, turn left at the stairs then left into the 
Carnegie Reading Room.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at Fire Station #18’s meeting room - located at: 6830 Hadler View 
[the fire station is behind Walgreens]. 

Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd (head west), turn right on Centennial, left on Flying W Ranch Rd., right on Hadler View.
#2) (This route is bumpier and probably not the best for winter travel) Take I-25 to E. Woodman/W. Rockrimmon Blvd., turn right on 
Vindicator (at the Safeway intersection), and then right on Hadler View.
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership 
dues ($25) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following 
table for NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $25.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $21.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $14.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $7.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date: 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address:
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG.  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, 
Treasurer                 
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

August '14 August '14

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the First 
Tuesday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, 
where our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operations of the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

